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Abstract

This paper explores the pivotal and influential roles of an informal leader in community development at Pasar Banggi village, Rembang, Central Java particularly in relation to social capital, social scenarios of change, organization and local community participatory engagement in the development process. This paper, thus, presents social welfare perspective with qualitative approach by phenomenological method. As this paper was based on case studies, it deploys purposive technique to determine the key informants forwarding to next informants. Participatory observation and in-depth interviews were carried out to obtain information. The results were then analyzed through descriptive-qualitative analysis. The findings showed that the informal leader possessed natural ability in building up social capital, networks and trust in the community which revitalized socio-cultural and environmental values.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Research Background

Many studies on mangrove forest conservation have been carried out previously. However, the studies mostly covered social, ecological, and economic aspects. From the social aspect, articles with this particular issue merely discussed functions of mangrove in relation to coastal areas protection. [1]

Some countries such as Thailand, India and Indonesia included, made the most use of mangrove to buffer coastal areas against huge storm surge well-known as tsunami. This way, the countries ran mangrove forest conservation movement designed as national program supported by their respective governments. Hence, the program involved the community participation in which active cooperation of the community members played a pivotal role.

This article deals with the roles of informal leaders (IL) in building up social capital and in organizing as well as mobilizing community members through mangrove forests conservation. This apparently dealt with socio-cultural dynamics in the process of community development (CD).

The participation of community members is frequently associated with the presence of IL who is able to encourage the community participation and eventually made significant contribution to the occurrence of dynamics.

As a matter of fact, studies on roles of IL in the CD process have been regularly conducted. The studies, though, were not specific and focused merely on mangrove forests conservation some of which were conducted by: [2], [3], [4]. Moreover, the role of IL in the CD was identified as an agent of social change. Whereas [9] argues IL played a pivotal role in the development of rural communities, particularly when CD was related to tourism sector.

In addition, IL also served as communicators, initiators, articulators, facilitators, and mediators for CD in rural areas [3], [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, as IL involvement has, so far, followed the standard operational procedure initiated by the government national program (top-down approach), the IL role was merely a formality and not properly performed.

Therefore, this study highlighted the process of bottom-up approach in CD. The roles of IL were actively promoted for the success of CD process through mangrove forests conservation.

1.2 Problem Formulation

The problem of the study is formulated in the following question: How are the roles of IL in the CD process?
1.3 Research Objectives
This research was mainly aimed to: (a) explore the roles of IL in building up SC, organizing and mobilizing communities through active participatory efforts in mangrove forests conservation, (b) develop model of CD through informal leaders’ involvement.

1.4 Research Significance
The research was designed to provide important input to: (a) contribute theoretical concepts related to bottom-up approach concept for CD model through the involvement of informal leaders, (b) contribute the concept of community intervention practices by IL involvement, (c) reinforce the framework of policy makers, scientists, and social worker to involve IL through interventions setting.

2. Literature Review
CD can be referred to as ‘people-centered development’ [9]. In the perspective of human ecology, CD model was based on local contexts and resources. This model emphasizes locality in terms of creativity, knowledge, culture, resource, skill, process, and local view (bottom-up model) [10]. Thus, the level of participation of community members played a pivotal role in the whole process of CD activities. In other words, the lower the community participation was, the worse process of CD ran [11].

Moreover, CD is defined as a movement designed to promote better living for the community with its ultimate goal: to increase community capacity so that the standard of life becomes better [12]. In addition, some scholar stated: “CD is planned efforts to produce assets to encourage residents to improve their quality of life” [13]. Thus, CD particularly focused on process by which some remarkable examples need to be provided to improve the community skills and strength by participating in the community development program [13].

CD is also an attempt to organize local community [14] initiated by non-governmental organization (NGO). Whereas, [15] stated that CD is a community capacity building in the form of a movement initiated by the community themselves to eventually build SC [16].

In the framework of CD for mangrove forests conservation, participation of community members needs to be encouraged as they have close interests for their environment and mangrove forests conservation [17].

IL, in this case, can be assured to achieve the community goals in carrying out the development process. IL, regardless of their informal position and authority and due to their obviously natural leadership capacity, can inspire the community members. Thus, IL affects a successful socialization of a development program [10].

IL also played a pivotal role for the development program in rural areas [18]. The involvement of IL was influenced by SC base indicated by actions that they can make significant influence over the community.

The level of influence was affected by SC. Nevertheless, some scholars stated that rural community prefer a more paternalistic leadership type. Thus, decision-making is definitively determined by level of IL roles.

Social activities become more effective with IL command system rather than command line of formal leaders [19]. Moreover, IL roles are particularly significant in planning, participating, and implementing development activity by mobilizing local SC, and in maintaining the CD outcomes. For instance, IL also plays a pivotal role in a community in Himeshina Japan—a country with a more modern society [20].

IL is desperately needed especially in the process of communication for development as they serve as stakeholders in the rural areas. For instance, IL in Banten played an important role for forest community development in buffer zone [14]. In Lebak Regency, IL has harmonious relationship with the community members [21].

Formal leaders and IL are influential figures in community. In addition, they can serve as mediators and are able to encourage cooperation among the community members [6] so that peace and harmony are well achieved.

IL roles are important and strategic in CD process as they can build SC, revitalize socio-cultural norms, and build up networks and trust. Based on the social capital, IL is able to organize and mobilize community members to make significant contributions to mangrove forests conservation and maintain its sustainability.

3. Research Methods

3.1 Research Design
This research is based on social welfare perspective with qualitative ecology approach by case studies [22]. This deals with efforts of coastal village community in mangrove forests conservation to overcome their problems of embankment to eventually improve their standards of living. Participant observation used as method of data collection in which researcher went through the community life to obtain credible information. Furthermore, researcher got some information through in-depth interviews with some informants. The description of information was conducted qualitatively through both informants’ viewpoints (emic) and literature review (etic). To ensure the accuracy of the information, verification or triangulation was undertaken, either through information sources or methods of data collection. Through phenomenological method and design of case studies, researcher was able to describe the roles of IL in building up SC, organizing and mobilizing the community.

3.2 Informants
Informants are community members actively involved in the process of CD. They also play a pivotal role in building social capital, organizing and mobilizing community members participation. The key informants got through
purposive selection as they will become initiators, organizers and drivers for mangrove forests conservation. Nevertheless, other informants were selected through “snowball” method [23].

3.3 Data Collection

The data collected was empirical data as the researcher mingled with the community during the research mostly through in-depth interviews [24] with the key informants. In addition, Observations were made in relation to mangrove forests conservation and other activities incorporated in CD. The results appeared in the form of field notes, thoughts, feelings, experiences, and perceptions of researchers during the research.

3.4 Data Processing and Analysis

Data processing and analysis was conducted simultaneously in which information was indexed and coded specifically in accordance with social phenomenon occurred during the research [23]. Further information was arranged chronologically and categorically during overall CD process. Overall information was arranged in a word-by-word transcription and regularly reviewed so that it could be completely understandable.

4. Result and Discussions

4.1 General Overview of Community Development at Pasar Banggi Village

Pasar Banggi Village is located about 7 km away in the eastern part of coastal area in Rembang Regency, about 120 km to the east of the City of Semarang. As many other coastal areas in Central Java, People’s life mainly depends on ponds, coast, and marine. Particularly, mangrove forests stretching 3.5 km long with 65-150 m² thick become the greenbelt of this area serving as natural protector of pond embankment from the onslaught of seawater that it can be used as a workplace for fish and shrimp cultivation and even salt production.

Moreover, mangrove forest can also produces a variety of natural resources that can be utilized by local communities. Therefore, mangrove forest is the pride of people of Pasar Banggi village. The coastal village with mangrove forests established through the village CD is widely known among academicians, students, faculty members, researchers, government officials and the international communities to conduct a comparative study, research, and tourism.

The notion to undertake mangrove forest conservation efforts was genuinely initiated by local communities concerned. The so-called bottom-up CD first came from the person who later on became IL as s/he engaged pond embankment rehabilitation through mangrove conservation.

The CD has run over 40 (forty) years now since it was first initiated in 1964. Community participatory efforts have been endeavoured since then. Pond embankments previously neglected and damaged that it can now be used for fish and shrimp cultivation. Efforts were made by fish farmers for embankments to block seawater waves.

Previously, as a matter of fact, mangrove was believed as plant of myth; they grew on their own—only God can plant mangrove—without people any conservational efforts. Therefore, mangrove trees conservation was fairly challenging. Nevertheless, the IL extraordinary courage could make things possible. The mangrove trees were eventually able to grow and even the next years many more mangrove trees were planted followed by many other community members, and efforts for pond embankment protection eventually brought a notable success when the entire coastal region of Pasar Banggi Village was closed with mangrove forest.

Local community group concerned for mangrove forest conservation was namely ‘Kelompok Tani Tambak Sidodadi Maju’. This particular group continued expanding the actions with the number of members have multiplied due to IL pivotal roles. Once the farmer group was set up, group leader who eventually became an IL was selected.

IL encouraged the group members in the mangrove conservation through group intensive activities. The more number of community members involved in mangrove trees conservation, the more likely the CD are able to be directed into effective actions.

The entire activities of Pasar Banggi Village Communities related to mangrove forest conservation enabled them to improve ecological and socio-cultural system. These are efforts of adaptation to construct changes and improvement for the environment to eventually support their lives [25]. In the concept of social welfare, this is the so-called CD that is community efforts to solve its own problems (self-help).

Mangrove forests protect not only community assets but also a variety of profitable natural resources. They also obviously prevent the coastal areas from tsunami beside direct benefits from natural and socio-cultural resources such as better oxygen supply, mangrove stems and fruits provision, area for fish and shrimp cultivation, etc.

4.2 Grassroots Informal Leader in Community Development

IL in the research are indigenous leaders. They were not admitted to existence through the process of election but through their potential capability clearly demonstrated in the society. IL are able to organize and mobilize the community full potentials in participatory actions for mangrove forests conservation.

IL work in association with local organization. The farmer group set-up was aimed at providing those concerned for mangrove-pond a forum for the exchange of views and ideas. This way, IL existence was desperately needed for coordination to encourage CD.
Aside from skills (natural resource management), competencies (cross-cultural awareness and sensitivity) and values (knowledgeable, determined, engaging and optimistic), as he was a former member of Indonesian army, the IL also has vast social network both within the community members and the public at large in which he has experience in liaising and collaborating with NGO’s and other external agencies to develop collaborative initiatives. In addition, he was also able to develop local wisdom as a social capital.

### 4.3 The Role Informal Leader in Building Social Capital

Each community possesses SC in the region in the form of “cultural values” and environment (norms), trust, and networking. Village of Pasar Banggi also has SC functioning as bounding, bridging and connecting [26] between the community members and IL, community and the public at large. The coastal communities have social capital in terms of social norms, the existence of ponds, coastal environment, and mangrove forest.

IL roles in CD are related to mangrove forest conservation in connection with efforts to build social capital. SC needs to be revitalized by IL to mobilize the community limitless potentials in CD activities such as firstly through coastal communities’ set-up of local and environmental values. For instance, to revitalize these values, the IL created 'rhyme' or 'poem' to motivate the community members.

Secondly, SC was built up in the form of trust. Strong belief was encouraged to demolish myth remaining in the society as mangrove trees were believed that only God plant it. To build such belief, IL needed to work hard to be able to plant mangrove and build up trust of the community members.

Thirdly, SC was built up in the form of network. The network worked horizontally (micro) and vertically (macro). To promote development process reinforced with community participatory efforts, network needed to be accelerated. Even through group establishment, network was also built up.

With SC already set up in the community, IL was able to organize and mobilize community members' participatory efforts in mangrove forest conservation. Furthermore, SC can transform into the communities’ vision for a better achievement [27] of mangrove forest conservation.

#### 4.3.1 Cultural Values Building

**a. Working in groups:**

This particular type of working is apparently group-work model which has long been undertaken and has become part of Indonesian culture. In the context of mangrove forest conservation in the village of Pasar Banggi, Central Java, the group-work was encouraged from mangrove seed cultivation, mangrove tree planting, and the conservation. Eventually, in the harvest, mangrove fruit was sold together to improve the group's better life.

**b. Group Gathering (Hearing)**

IL did not rule authoritatively yet voluntarily demanded group participatory efforts in determining activities to be conducted through a group-work. For instance, determination of place and time concerning mangrove seed cultivation, planting mangrove trees. In short, efforts taken in relation to mangrove conservation were initiated to be conducted in group-works. As group of pond farmers had monthly gathering (hearing) initiated by IL to talk about many things dealing with mangrove forest conservation.

Above-mentioned description is well stated by Mr. Suryadi—the IL di Pasar Banggi:

“Mr. Suyadi (IL): people in coastal area generally have good cultural values such “Gotong Royong” as working in groups. This particular cultural value was not apparently undertaken in daily life. This was obviously seen when they repaired their ponds embankment damaged by huge storm surge. However, when I managed to plant and conserve mangrove, other pond owners voluntarily welcome to work together / work in group to plant mangroves on the embankments. Moreover, mangrove tree planting was not only on their respective personal properties but also on free land in the coastal areas. With the group-work, we eventually managed to realize mangrove forest conservation in the village with 3.5 km long and more than 60 acre wide.”

*(Interview held in Rembang, 05 Mei 2013)*.

#### 4.3.2 Environment Norms

As environment has its own right to go on living. Mangrove forest conservation was not only for the betterment of human’s life but also for the environment itself. Environment also needs to be developed and conserved. For this reasons, IL work professionally in cooperation with people and groups of people in the coastal areas in Central Java, village of Pasar Banggi was one of the examples.

#### 4.4 The Role of Informal Leader in Revitalizing Socio-Cultural and Environmental values

SC in coastal communities deals with the coastal environment in the form of socio-cultural and environmental values. Coastal environment is considered to possess many life sources that its presence becomes important element. In addition, people who live in coastal areas in Pasar Banggi show serious concern for surrounding environment.

Unfortunately, their concerns lead to superstitious actions such as illogic respect towards big tree. They even believe that ‘mangrove trees do dhikr (remembrance of God); wishing a better planting while being dashed by the wind’ (24).

Based on the facts, it is obvious that harmonious relationship between community and mangrove forest develop. Thus, mutual symbiotic relation which benefit
both parties were cultivated. Therefore, activities for a win-win strategy in relation to coastal environment and community adaptation towards life of environment need to be taken seriously.

Furthermore, religious values implemented by both IL and community members to realize mangrove forest conservation is obviously a sort of good action such as taking for a prayer before planting mangrove trees was begun.

Social norms, as a matter of fact, are connected to the presence of mangrove forests and coastal community life. When mangrove forests are destroyed, the ponds are no longer a place for cultivation. Thus, fish farmer’s activities to earn for a living ruin. Therefore, mangrove forests are socio-culturally part of community life in village of Pasar Banggi.

Communications through social and cultural values comprehension between IL and community members apparently encourage both parties to conserve mangrove forests. Pasar Banggi village are highly dependent on mangrove forests as they can prevent ponds from damage. Ponds are obviously main assets for people of Pasar Banggi as embarkment of coastal areas.

Socio-cultural norms and environmental values are even upheld through the following expression: 'mangrove forests grow, my village is shady’ [28]. The expression implies strong relationship between mangrove forests and the coastal village people, IL included.

Social and cultural values of mangrove forest existence became the powerful driving force for IL and community members to prevent mangrove forest from damages. The values could as well trigger IL and the community members to conserve mangrove forests.

Another maxim is as follows: "When ponds are fertile, the community lives prosperously” [24]. Socio-cultural and environmental values show the dependence of coastal communities on mangrove forests and ponds. Mangrove forests conservation is apparently manifestation of pond fertility. Similarly, mangrove forest fertility indicated the communities’ prosperity as it protects ponds, something used by people of coastal areas to make a living.

That is why SC, IL and community members are obliged to conserve mangrove forests to ensure their fertility. Pond fertility will have impact on the community members’ work that they will eventually live prosperously.

4.5 The Role of Informal Leader in Building Trust in the Community

Trust as another SC also worked well in Pasar Banggi Village. Trust also served as a driving force for IL and the community members to initiate mangrove forests conservation. In other words, since mutual trust between IL and communities of Pasar Banggi Village was upheld the entire movement especially the ones related to mangrove forest conservation to improve life of communities worked very well.

Efforts to build up trust were taken continuously through repeated actions of planting mangrove trees. Once failure was resulted in, IL directly made better actions by searching for knowledge of planting and conserving mangrove trees / forest.

In addition, building up trust also took place through local institution establishment such as ‘Kelompok Tani Tambak Sidodadi Maju’ set-up. The group was the medium to establish trust between those who share things in common. All people in the group could have mutual trust in conserving mangrove forest. Eventually, since trust was developed, tolerance and respect came in line. These features became a SC foundation to encourage mutual cooperation in all CD activities such as mangrove forest conservation.

Mr. Suryadi confirmed this in the following interview: “Mr. Suyadi: community in the coastal area first had only a little trust in mangrove tree plantation. They maintained the myth persisting that mangrove could not be planted by human beings, Mangrove tree could grow on their own or only God can do it. To convince people living in the coastal area about mangrove tree planting / conservation, I had to give some examples. Therefore, I planted some mangrove trees on my own embankments and let them grow well despite the fact that I failed in the first 2 years. The failure reinforced the people's belief towards myth. However, I summoned my courage to even conserve mangrove forest till I achieve the success. They then built up their trust in myself and eventually believed that human beings can also plant mangrove trees. They simply needed a clear example of how mangrove trees could grow in the coastal area. They eventually planted the trees on their own embankments themselves. I finally managed to encourage them to even plant more mangrove trees together with other people in the area.” (Interview held in Rembang, 10 Mei 2013)

4.6 The Role of Informal Leader in Building up Social Network

Another important role of IL is building up social network for the communities. Network built-up also deals with local institution set-up [30]; ‘Kelompok Tani Tambak Sidodadi Maju’ for instance. The local agency was established by IL in cooperation with community members to conduct implement mangrove forest conservation.

At first, the social network only had pond owners as the members. Yet, the growing number of people involved in aquaculture made these particular members move to farmer group. Recently, the pond farmer group consist not only pond owners but also fish farmers and pond workers although in pond ownership status, members of the group are bound in horizontal social networks, i.e. those with common interests such conducting joint activities (by mutual assistance) to conserve mangrove forest.

In addition, horizontal social networks tied up people with the same socio-economic status. All of mangrove care community members joining the group have the same
background and problem: pond cultivation with embankment damage. By the horizontal social networks, they are bound socio-economically by the presence of ponds that they eventually cooperate to conserve mangrove forest.

Furthermore, vertical networks worked as well. This network connects unequal socio-economic status. The social relations worked in harmony especially among pond owners and tenants, pond owners and pond workers, tenants and pond workers. They were all tied up within the same interests that is pond management for fish cultivation.

Vertical social networks were also built up among various stakeholders such as government of village, district, regency, province, and central governments which was carried out to reinforce and accelerate process of CD.

Through vertical network, IL and community members deserved technical assistance, funding, and equipment. The regency government helped with polyback while the central government helped provide revolving funds to accelerate activities and other assistance from various stakeholders.

Network built-up enables IL to organize many activities for the communities to control CD in relation to planting, conserving mangrove trees at their respective ponds, villages and lands. By working together, sharing for mangrove forest ownership increased though it basically was not a private property but belongs to the community.

Furthermore, with various stakeholders, vertical social networks apparently support process of CD particularly dealing with activities of mangrove forest conservation. The support was not only in the form technical assistance, equipment support, and financial aid, but also related to mutual cooperation for mangrove forest conservation.

Horizontal and vertical social networks enabled IL to organize community members through group activities. In the group, IL can build up internal SC along with the community members. In addition, with various stakeholders, IL can even strengthen external networks to accelerate CD activities.

Social networks played a pivotal role in sharing and exchanging knowledge, peer-learning, and equal responsibility for mangrove forest conservation. In ecological terms, mangrove forests become important assets which need to be maintained to increase the communities’ prosperity. Here is an example of interview with Mr. Suryadi (IL):

“Mr. Suyadi: I suggest that the people in the coastal area should have local institution which has concern for the environment. This particular group plays a pivotal role for mangrove forest conservation. Pond owners will have better results when they work together in a group, such as ‘Kelompok Tani Perikanan Sidodadi Maju’. The whole activities get better and managed to realize mangrove conservation. The local institution set-up was the first step of social network establishment related to mangrove care. The farmer group voluntarily works professionally to realize mangrove forest conservation that is eventually well-known throughout Rembang and Central Java. As the result, good cooperation between local institution, NGO and government was improved. We are well supported in the form of polyback facilities, continuous fund, group-work participation for mangrove trees planting, etc. We feel that ‘Kelompok Tani’ established opens social network not only better relationship among community members (pond farmer group) but also a wider networking even to central government and many NGOs. (Interview held in Rembang, 11 July 2013).

4.7 The Role of Informal Leader in Organizing and Mobilizing Community Members

Through CD process IL shared idea and vision to the community as it led to SC built-up. The sharing came in the form of social and environmental values revitalization, trust built-up and micro and macro social networks whereas through SC, IL can organize CD activities such as member coordination in which farmer group took part in mangrove forests conservation.

The role of IL in building up the community SC encouraged communities to be aware of assets value that they voluntarily participated in the activities of mangrove forest conservation.

IL valued love, humility, and altruism [30] in implementing his leadership through actions and behaviors voluntarily followed by community members to converse mangrove forest. In this case, IL acted as a social change agent. This strategic position enabled him to work harmoniously with the communities as he originally grew up in the local community.

This fact indicated that IL can be an effective social change agent in the community as he was acceptable by all community levels particularly in mangrove conservation. Through local institution [32], IL mission to organize and mobilize the communities can be eventually realized.

IL in CD process played an important role in organizing the group members and mobilizing their participatory efforts to eventually achieve the community vision. Through community group, SC in the form of trust and sense of togetherness among the community members became even stronger, and this made the social network become wider.

In organizing the community members, IL worked as organizer and played a pivotal role in mobilizing all resources that the community apparently managed to work together to solve their own problems. The success in organizing the community members fervently supported sustainability of the community capacity building in dealing with new problems. IL organize the community members to learn as well as to teach technical skills related to mangrove tree planting and other activities of CD process.

IL organized not only the community members who joined pond farmer group but also all potentials of community stakeholders to work together to realize mangrove forest conservation and maintain its sustainability. The existence of ponds and other resources availability can sustain the whole community members to improve the standard of living.
5. Conclusion and Recommendation

5.1 Conclusions

IL played a pivotal role in CD to build SC, that is, revitalizing socio-cultural and environmental norms, building up trust, and building up networks through local organizations establishment. Whereas, through SC IL managed to organize and mobilize the potentials of community members and stakeholders in the form of participatory efforts for mangrove forests conservation. As the community asset, mangrove forest provides a variety of natural resources in the surroundings and protects ponds to improve the communities’ quality of life.

5.2 Recommendation

As role of IL is very important in CD, this is an obvious example of bottom-up approach in generating community activities. In bottom-up model, all activities are initiated, implemented, and evaluated by the communities concerned for the improvement of life quality. So far, CD model, however, was designed by outsiders, community members and IL took part at further activities. This way, such a model of community and IL participatory engagement deployed top-down development model.

This particular bottom-up model can be referred to as a model of CD with local wisdom basis, local resources. So far, IL also considered as local resources in CD. In rural CD, IL played a pivotal role as social change frontline to encourage and facilitate the community.
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